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Introduction to CCTV Power Supplies
These days, CCTV cameras are installer friendly operating in the low voltage range of either 12V DC or PTZ models in 24V
AC. We only sell our own brand of PSUs called 'antihum®'. Antihum® are specifically manufactured and designed for CCTV
usage and the high-quality of these helps combat signal interference on CCTV camera pictures.
Poor quality PSUs can cause moving lines on camera pictures or 'ripple' which is caused by the poor regulation of the PSU.
We test all the PSUs we sell to make sure they are great for use with CCTV. If you want to know a PSU is OK to use with CCTV,
a good box to tick, is to get an antihum®!

Handy 5A PSU with
Variable 12-14V DC
... easy to combat volt drop!
yy 5A Wall or In-Line
yy Variable 12- 14.9v
yy Screw Terminal Connections
yy Low Heat
Top
yy antihum® Brand
Seller!
yy High Efficiency

This is a great PSU to always have in the back of the van or at base. It has a superb
5A output that is spread across its built in 4 way junction box so you can neatly
wire cameras directly to it. An adjustable voltage output (12-14.9V) means you
can use it to compensate for cable volt drop on long runs. Note it adjusts all
outputs not individual ones. Nice small size and using a built in switch mode
circuit makes it run cool and efficiently. A wall mounting
SPECIFICATION
lug adds to the neat and versatile installation it offers.
12-14.9V DC
Built-in
Junction
Box

2m kettle
lead
included

Code

Description

POW404

POW404

5A Wall Mount PSU

Quality 12V DC Plug in PSUs
500mA or 1.5A
... ideal for powering cameras locally!
 Plug in Style
 12V 500mA or 1.5A
 2.1mm DC Plug
 Low Heat
 antihum® Brand
 High Efficiency

1.5m

POW151

500mA or
1.5A models

SPECIFICATION

Superb little plug in PSUs use the latest “switched mode electronics”
for high efficiency, low heat and a clean regulated 12V output,
perfect for CCTV equipment or other sensitive electronics. Standard
3 Pin plug and the 12V output is on a 2.1mm DC socket fitting a vast
amount of electronic equipment. Popular buy for powering local
individual CCTV cameras.
Code

Description

Add-ons

POW151
POW803

500mA Plug-In PSU
1.5A Plug-In PSU

Extend your PSU by 2m - DC ext lead 3m Male and Female
CON360

Compact, Low Heat in-Line
PSUs 12V DC 2A or 5A
... suitable for multiple cameras or DVRs!

1.8m

1.8m
POW901

12V DC UK 3-Pin Plug
2.1mm DC Plug
H62 x W40 x D41mm (Exc. Pins)

90V-264V AC
2A Max Per Port
5A Max All Outputs
H163 xW53xD33mm

 In-Line Style
 Low Heat
 12V 2A or 5A
 antihum® Brand
 Compact
 High Efficiency
 2.1mm DC Plug

Compact high quality in-line PSUs
SPECIFICATION
easily fits in to the tightest of places.
12V DC
100V-240V AC
Like our other 12V PSUs they feature a
2.1mm DC Plug
high efficiency switch mode circuit for
UK 3-pin Plug
low heat and fantastic power output
H80xW50xD30mm - POW901
for their size. Higher loading of 2A
H50xW33xD120mm - POW952
and 5A means they can power more
demanding products like DVRs or multiple cameras in one go.
Code

Description

POW901
POW952

2A In-Line PSU
5A In-Line PSU

Handy BatteryTM + Charger
... 12V DC battery with 2 Amp Output
Code

Description

BAT510

Battery Pack & Charger

Installer Details:
Watch free videos
on our new
YouTube channel
"System Q CCTV"
DISCLAIMER: The technical specifications contained are given in good faith as being accurate but due to a continued program of improvement may change from time to time
without notice. We apologise for any inconvenience due to changes of specification or errors and omissions within this document. Copyright 2021

